News Release

Foaming simulation of polyurethane systems for the automotive interior

- Simulation tool Ultrasim® now expanded to virtual process design of instrument panels made of semi-rigid systems
- Yanfeng Automotive Interiors uses new BASF service for instrument panels in BMW X1
- Benefits: faster component development and greater process stability

BASF now offers an additional service for polyurethane systems in automotive interiors. BASF’s Ultrasim® simulation tool has been expanded so that the behavior of PU systems during foaming can now be reliably predicted for both open and closed molds. The new service has proved especially successful with instrument panels made with the Elastoflex® E semi-rigid system. The international automotive supplier Yanfeng Automotive Interiors is using the virtual process design for the instrument panels it manufactures for current models such as the BMW X1. Based on the CAE model for each panel and a new material description of the semi-rigid system within Ultrasim, a foam-fill simulation is created, which allows the customer to spot potential problems with the design and manufacturing of the component before the mold is made. Thus Elastoflex E instrument panels can be developed faster, their production process can be sped up and costs can be reduced.

Instrument panels are safety-relevant, large and complex components that vehicle makers approve individually for every car model. During manufacturing, the foaming process is crucial to ensure that carrier, skin, PU foam and the respective airbag design combine...
to produce a harmonious component. In addition to BASF’s established technical support, with Ultrasim the PU foam can be manufactured efficiently according to process and part. The crucial aspect is that the process design already begins at an early, purely virtual phase of the project. For customers, this is a significant help toward cutting project times, optimizing mold design and planning development work in a cost-effective and holistic way – and that globally.

**Simulation adds value especially in early project phases**

Within BASF’s simulation tool, the manufacturing process for the component is an integral part of the calculation of the component behavior. Ultrasim contains tailor-made material models for PU systems, so that the injection, foaming and hardening of the polyurethane can be precisely predicted. The analysis thus takes exactly into account the typical properties of the relevant materials: the temperature-dependent reaction process and foam formation as well as the resulting density profile and flowability during foaming. This makes it possible to generate a location-independent calculation of the foaming process: from injection via the complete mold filling to the final part density.

Setting the right process parameters is just as important as having an exact description of the material behavior. Foam-fill simulation allows the injection position, the route of the mixing head and the orientation of the mold to be analyzed, but also flow aids, venting designs and closing times. Thus the foaming process in both open and closed molds becomes transparent and can be examined with a virtual magnifying glass. For closed mold processes, the simulation results can be used to evaluate different injection designs, so as to prevent e.g. air voids and weld lines. For open molds, Ultrasim can run a series of virtual simulations to optimize injection lines for the PU system. The simulation especially adds value in the early phase of a project, because it generally reduces development times. And if the simulation detects a problem, customers can adjust part geometry and venting designs at no extra cost.
Safety and comfort in car interiors with molded parts made of Elastoflex E

With the semi-rigid Elastoflex E polyurethane system, foam-backed parts can be tailor-made for vehicle interiors. Optimized for cost and performance, the systems, which are approved by numerous vehicle manufacturers worldwide, are distinguished by low foam density and low emissions. They are aging-resistant and offer excellent adhesion to substrates and different skins such as PVC, TPO and PU. The systems benefit from their cost-effectiveness, owing to short demolding times, low material usage and high processing safety. So complex part shapes with long flow paths can be produced in one shot or with thin walls.

The next step: Ultrasim for automotive components made of integral and flexible foams

The new simulation service is currently being used in customer projects for other components such as engine hoods and steering wheels, i.e. for integral and flexible foams. The medium-term goal is to use Ultrasim to determine the ideal processing parameters of all PU systems for a mold but also to gain insight into the ideal PU system for a given mold. Achieving this will require not only a virtual map of the foam process, but also a reliable simulation of selected mechanical part properties – a service which BASF has already applied successfully in customer projects dealing with fiber-reinforced engineering plastics for many years.
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About BASF’s Performance Materials Division

BASF's Performance Materials division encompasses the entire materials' know-how of BASF regarding innovative, customized plastics under one roof. Globally active in four major industry sectors - transportation, construction, industrial applications and consumer goods – the division has a strong portfolio of products and services combined with a deep understanding of application-oriented system
solutions. Key drivers of profitability and growth are our close collaboration with customers and a clear focus on solutions. Strong capabilities in R&D provide the basis to develop innovative products and applications. In 2015, the Performance Materials division achieved global sales of € 6.7 bn. More information online: www.performance-materials.basf.com.

About BASF

At BASF, we create chemistry for a sustainable future. We combine economic success with environmental protection and social responsibility. The approximately 112,000 employees in the BASF Group work on contributing to the success of our customers in nearly all sectors and almost every country in the world. Our portfolio is organized into five segments: Chemicals, Performance Products, Functional Materials & Solutions, Agricultural Solutions and Oil & Gas. BASF generated sales of more than €70 billion in 2015. BASF shares are traded on the stock exchanges in Frankfurt (BAS), London (BFA) and Zurich (AN). Further information at www.basf.com.
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Polyurethane: the ideal material for a variety of transportation interior applications

Main reasons for polyurethanes

- Product diversity
- Product flexibility
- Comfort
- Acoustics
- Haptics
- Durability
- Weight reduction
- ...
Polyurethane formation: two-component approach

- PUs formed by reaction of two liquid components
- Polymerization and part production in one step at the customer site
- Product properties determined by PU system and processing conditions
- PU systems tailored to the detailed tier and OEM requirements

Polyurethane formation: the most important reactions

- Sequence of gelling and blowing reactions determined by formulation, temperature and processing
- Foam formation and expansion evolving differently at each point in the mold
BASF approach: technology leadership and excellent customer service

Tailored products
- PU systems for individual tier & OEM requirements

Technical service
- Fine tuning of system solutions
- Support of process improvements

Deep market understanding
- Clear industry focus
- Strong key account management
- BASF is No.1 chemical supplier to the automotive industry

PU foaming simulation as additional CAE service

- Visualization of foaming process (flow front)
- Void prediction
- Understanding of foaming process
- Optimization of injection pattern, injection point (vents)
- Optimization of mold design
- Adjustment of PU system
Example Elastoflex® E: polyurethane solutions to improve car interior comfort

Elastoflex® E –
Global semi-rigid foam solutions for soft interior surfaces

Key benefits of Elastoflex® E
- Robust processing, excellent flowability
- High mechanical properties
- Good ageing properties
- Low emission and odor
- Adhesion to all relevant skins (PVC, TPO, PU)

Main applications
- Dashboard
- Door panel

Market and customers
- Elastoflex® E globally available and in use at all relevant OEMs

PU foaming simulation as CAE service
Example: BMW X1 (2015) manufactured by Yanfeng Automotive Interiors

Preliminaries
- PU system: Elastoflex® E 3595/100
- Processing technology: open mold

Objective
- Robust process settings through optimized injection and venting concept

Customer feedback (Yanfeng Automotive Interiors)
- Simulated foam flow confirmed by production trials
- Speed-up of process development
- Reduction of scrap rates
PU foaming simulation as CAE service: open mold process optimization

- **Mold settings**
  - Mold orientation
  - Closing times
  - Venting system
  - Mold pivoting

- **Injection settings**
  - Injection rate
  - Injection time
  - Nozzle path
  - Nozzle orientation

**Initial process settings**

**Foaming simulation**

**Adjusted settings**

**Optimized settings**

**Result evaluation with customer**

- Filling patterns
- Flawed regions

---

Process simulation established as CAE service

Simulation service established for instrument panels and Elastoflex® E systems

**Expanding foaming simulation to**

- **new applications:** steering wheel, engine cover, seating, window encapsulation
- **more PU systems:** integral skin and flexible foams, durometer and rigid foams, compact systems
- **final part properties:** head impact, shore hardness, crash, warpage

Collaborate with us to steer the process to where it creates value!
BASF: your partner for PU system solutions used in the transportation industry

BASF approach: close customer interaction

- Tailor-made systems
- Superior technical support
- Global network and production in all regions
- BASF Verbund with strong automotive competence

PU foaming simulation identifies critical aspects at an early stage of a project and thus can increase production efficiency at our customers!